EDITORIAL
Emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases as public health
challenges of the 21st century
Mirgissa Kaba1
Infectious and communicable diseases have
remained major public health challenges to
humankind throughout history (1). These
diseases marked epidemiological series of
transitions where the first transition has to do
with the rise in infectious diseases; the second
transition accompanies a shift from infectious
to chronic disease mortality and the third
transition is marked by recent resurgence of
infectious disease mortality. The emergence and
re-emergence of these infectious diseases
follow different socio-historical and ecological
characteristics (2).
To date, advances in science and technology
have managed to treat, prevent and control
infections. Yet, infectious disease has continued
to alter societal infrastructure on the one hand,
and resulted unprecedented cost to the life of
humankind (3). The extent to which global
burden of infectious diseases becomes apparent
depends on the incidence and prevalence of
already known infections and the constant but
unpredicted emergence of new infections (3-7).
According to the WHO’s estimate in 2050, 13
million deaths would be attributed to infectious
disease (8).
Although there is no overarching framework to
determine emergence of infectious diseases, it is
suggested that changes in the pattern of the
pathogen–host–environment play critical role
(9). Such pathogens spread faster and often
become difficult to control among others due
to increasing global interdependence in
connection to demographic, environmental,
economic, social, and technological changes,
bioterrorism, anti-biotic resistance and
mutation. All these have added to layers of
complexity in the pace at which these diseases
emerge and spread (1, 10).
Currently emergence and re-emergence of
infectious diseases poses critical challenge to
public health research, health service planning
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and management. The fact that such infectious
diseases suddenly emerge and re-emerge
suggests knowledge gap on how to respond
against them. According to a publication in
2005, understanding of emergence and drivers
of infections has remained so linear that
broader social and ecological contexts were not
given as much attention in charting response
(10). Consequently the last decade alone has
witnessed widespread emergence of virulent
infections such as severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS), Swine flu (H1N1), Swine flu, Ebola
and now Zika virus. As always, these infections
have considerable costs in terms of human life;
compromised development processes, depleted
resources, and more importantly left the
countries in disarray on what would come next.
The problem becomes more frustrating when,
among others, prepositioning for the
emergence and re-emergence of such infectious
diseases is not in place.
Ethiopia, as a country on economic and social
transition, is believed to be under threats of
double burden of the long recognized
infectious and communicable diseases and fast
spreading non-communicable disease. This is
getting some level of attention in the rhetoric in
public health research and education in
Ethiopia. Nonetheless, as part of the global
entity, Ethiopia cannot be immune to what is
merging or re-emerging in the rest of the world.
For instance, in 2013, the major infectious
diseases in Ethiopia were identified to include
lower respiratory infections, diarrheal diseases,
HIV, Tuberculosis, and malaria (11-13). These
are long known infectious diseases for which
there are relative knowledge and mechanisms to
deal with. Nonetheless, it is critical here to
challenge researchers, public health planners
and programmers, policy makers to stand by
and develop a responsive health system against
emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases
across the world.
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